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Artist Statement

My intention for this project is to create an aesthetically pleasing booklet that suited the aesthetics and theme 
of the poster I designed from project one. The event I chose for this project was Coachella. I choose the fes-
tival Coachella because the theme for the festival this year had a more beach-like vibe compared to the other 
years. Coachella is also taken place in California where there are palm trees, beaches and waves. This clear-
ly suites the aesthetics of the wave theme I had for my poster in project 1, so I decided to design this booklet 

baed on the Coachella festival. I also love music and festivals, so Coachella was definitely a subject I was inter-
ested upon. The second language I chose for this project was french. I chose french because I thought it would 

compliment english nicely since the two languages consisted the same letters. 
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Grids
I decided to go with the standard 3-column grid for my book-
let since I wanted to design the booklet with a simple layout. 
The margins I am using is 0.375”.
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Illustrations
I made the Coachella illustrations with illustrator. This is my 
process for the illustrations.
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Illustrations
These are the illustrations I’ve created for the inside cover 
page.
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Layout 
Drafts
Here are the sketches of my booklet layouts. I revised these 
layoutes in the digital drafts.
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Digital Drafts
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I tried to make the waves background orange to compliment the orange vibe/aesthetics of the book. After the critique, I’ve 
realized that the blue tone makes the waves look more like waves since the orange tone is too intense, so I kept the blue vibe. 
I also added the quote in french and made the text match the wave movement.
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Title Page Revisions
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I started off the cover page with a very orange tint to fit in with the orange aesthetics and 
vibes of the booklet. After the critiques, I found out that it was too vibrant and it took away 
the classic wave look, so I decided to revert the image back to the original blue start and 
added a little bit of orange to the cover.

For the inside cover page, I provided an illustration of a flower to fit in with the Coachella 
theme they had on their website.  As for the Coachella title page, I found out after the cri-
tique that I shouldn’t make the french date smaller, but should use a different font instead 
(while having it italisized).
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No critique problems. After the critiques, I found out that the hourly description for french was h and not PM. (I 
ended up changing the time stamp for every event page).
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No Critique Notes. No Critique Notes.
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No Critique Notes. No Critique Notes.
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No Critique Notes.
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Reflection

In conclusion, I am very happy with the end result of my booklet. I really enjoyed the planning phase of the project 
where I did a bunch of research on book spreads. As for the digital process, I had a lot of fun experiencing with differ-
ent typefaces and fonts until I decided to go with 3 set fonts (Helvetica/Abril Fatface/Rubrik). I definitely learned a lot 
more through this project. I learned how to use different kind of layouts for booklets and I learned how to incorporate 
two different kinds of fonts for a booklet. Incorporating two fonts was tricky at first since I had different kinds of titles 
and subtitles going throughout the booklet. As for the photos, I learned a lot about photoshop. Since I am still fairly 
new with photoshop, learning how to change the picture to a tone to fit my booklet was difficult at first. Printing the 
booklet and cutting the hard copy of the booklet was so tricky since I don’t know much about printing booklets. Over-
all, I learned a lot about the makings of booklets, and I had a lot of fun designing the layouts and stylizing the pages 
with images and different kinds of texts. For the future, I am going to learn more about photoshop so that it would 
take me faster to complete the booklet.
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